
We are excited to introduce three new work lights in the CONNECT 
series, which like all other lamps in the CONNECT series is 
compatible directly with METABO/CAS 18 V battery system and 
all other 18 V/20 V battery packs from leading power tool brands 
by using a CONNECTOR.

The three CONNECT work lights are the ultimate lighting tools for 
all your needs, making them ideal to use at construction sites, 
for industry work, maintenance, plumbing etc. These work lights 
are the perfect tool to help the professional user get the job done 
quickly and easily. 
 
BASIC CONNECT
With its 1000 lumen output and 180° flexibility lamp head the 
BASIC CONNECT work light provides bright illumination and can 
easily be positioned to shine exactly where you need it. The 
flexible lamp head combined with its lightweight and compact 
design will make sure that this work light will meet the demands 
of any job.  Furthermore, it includes a metal hook that can be 
turned 360° for flexible suspension. 

DUO CONNECT
The innovative DUO CONNECT is a real “value-for-money” work 
light considering the extremely high level of lumen output, up to 
as much as 2500 lumen. The light output can be adjusted in 2 
lighting settings, 50% and 100% depending on the job. The work 
light has 2 lamp heads with dual axis rotation which means that 
the lamp heads can be rotated in all directions independent of 
each other providing completely flexible positioning of the light 
source. 
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BASIC CONNECT is a compact and lightweighted 
work light with a flexible lamp head that can be 
positioned to illuminate exactly where you need it 
to, making it perfect for small to medium-sized jobs.

The DUO CONNECT with 2 lamp heads with dual 
axis rotation, which means that the lamp heads 
can be rotated in all directions independent of each 
other providing complete flexibility.



TOWER COMPACT CONNECT
If you are looking for a powerful and compact work light with 
a lightweighted tripod for easy portability, the TOWER COMPACT 
CONNECT is a must-have. Providing 2500 lumen and featuring 
360° flexible and tunable lamp heads the TOWER COMPACT 
CONNECT creates powerful illumination from any lighting angle 
you need for the job. The slim tripod is extendable from 0.9 m 
to 2 m and features QUICK RELEASE function that makes it fast 
and easy to set up in just a few seconds. 

These new work lights are designed to provide powerful 
and efficient illumination for all kind of jobs, making them 
perfect for use at construction sites, for maintenance, 
plumbing etc.

We are confident that these new work lights will be a valuable 
addition to the professional user’s toolkit. Don’t miss out on the 
opportunity to upgrade your CONNECT assortment.   
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The TOWER COMPACT CONNECT work light features 
a compact and slim design for easy portability. It is 
fast to set up in only a few seconds and fold again 
when the job is done.

The ultimate work lights for all needs.


